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Abstract
The impact of scientific research is only realized if it is
communicated among broader community. In the era of
social web, the social mention of scientific publications
appears  to be  complementary  to  traditional
bibliometric impact analysis.  The impact of  scholarly
publications is not only limited to the citations in the
academic world but also in the social web. Such online
metrics  which  measure  the  impact of  scholarly
publications has given rise to the new area of metrics
called ”altmetrics”

1. Introduction
The  research  policy  maker,  funding  agency,

university and the government are taking decisions in
terms of traditional citation counting, peer review and
journal impact factors of scholarly research. Any peer
reviewed  publications  requires  a  longer  time  to
accumulate  citations  because it  has  to  wait  for  other
publications to get cited. Alternatively the web provides
a platform for the discussion and diffusion of scholarly
information.  In  this  case  ”Altmetrics”  can  be  very
useful to analyze a publication’s impact in social media
like  Twitter,  Facebook,  research  blogs,  mainstream
news  and  public  policy  documents  providing  an
instantaneous  and  more  broad  picture  of  research
impact.

2. Problem Statement
Citations of new scholarly publications in a formal

academic discourse takes a long time and as a result it is
hard to gauge their immediate impact. This research is
focused upon identifying such scholar activity online,
monitoring scholarly publications and promoting them
to be a highly cited papers in the future.

3. Related Work
Moed  [1]  has  mentioned  citation  analysis  in  his

research assessment to measure the impact or influence
of the scholarly work. Similarly Thelwall et al.[2] has
pointed out the new shift of traditional impact analysis
through bibliometrics into webometrics. In this research
we  are  trying  to  measure  the  qualitative  impact  of
research through altmetrics.
4. Research Question

The goal of this research is to measure the impact
through  altmetrics  and  is  driven  by  the  following
research questions.
    1.  How research impacts are generated ?
    2.  How to measure such impacts in web  documents

     across different domains ?

5. Hypothesis
Our hypothesis is how to use a social media as a new

opportunity to leverage the citation work more broadly
and generating an impact through them. In the figure
below are
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Figure 1: Indicators of research impact
the indicators of the research impact. Research cannot
exist in  vacuum nor  does  the  impact.  The  impact  is
generated in public policy and social media. The impact
will not only be quantitative as citation counts but also
qualitative for example extraction of stories or impact
of the person in a particular context.
6. Proposed Solution

We  are  using  spinner  data  which  is  a  crawl  of
blogosphere for the time period of 2010 Nov to 2011
July. We are  looking at public health related stories like
Avian  Influenza and  Haiti  Cholera in  the mainstream
news and the weblogs in our data source because they
were  highly debated  topics  during  that  time.  We
retrieved the out going URL links from the web page. In
this way our nodes are the web pages and edges are the
hyperlinks. We will then store the graph in Neo4J graph
database. We collected all the URL of journal articles
relevant  to  our public  health  stories  from the Scopus
database. The next step will be querying these scientific
URL in our graph database and identify the seed nodes
in our graph and to start  exploration of  the diffusion
process in the nodes using the information cascade (IC)
[3] model. We will use network analysis to identify the
influential nodes and community in our graph
7. Conclusion

Research Impacts are quantitatively analyzed using
citation  counts.  Our  research  will  focus  on  the
qualitative aspect of research impact using the current
state of the art analysis of mass media and public policy
documents.
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